=propriate' t The President's 1961 -ax recommendation s
proposed that the dividend credit (and the $50 exclusion) be repealed. To stimulate investment, Congress
was urged to adopt an alternative, a tax credit for row
investment; this, it was argued, would have more stimulating effect per dollar of revenue loss to the Treasury.
_ A second objection to the dividend exclusion an d
credit was that they constitute an inequitable means of
relieving the double taxation of dividend income . They
__allegedly remove a larger percentage of the double taxation at high, than at low, income keels. This argument
makes much of "which tax comes first ." It assumes that
-i- it is the corporation tax which adds the second or dou ble burden .
Reasoning along these lines has recently led to som e
support for the British type of tax treatment of divi` _ de>'ds' = This plan would include a refund to taxpayer s
who would not ordinarily be subject to the individual in - --come tax but who receive dividends on which o01pora05 tax has been paid. The underlying thesis is that ta x

should fall only on the individual dividend rzceivem, th e
corporation tax would not be construed as a separate or
distinct burden — but its abolition is not proposed .
Others point ci. , however, that the corporation ta x
came first in time. Most of the debate about "which carte
first" is largely irrelevant for deciding what tax arrangements would be best today . Tax rates now are so in comparably higher than half a century ago as to create
an entirely different situation .
The dividend credit is a simple device for trying to
deal with a complex problem. The original 1954 proposal was for a credit of 10% with increases to com e
.as revenue needs would permit . A credit of 4% may be
too small to offset much of the heavy taxation of profi t
and thereby to stimulate investment . A 20% credit
would be more effective, but the revenue loss would b e
around $1 .5 billion a year.
Credit at the stockholder level does little if anythin g
to reduce the distorting effect of the 52% rate on the
decisions of corporation management .= '

D. RECONSTRUCTING TF IE INDIVIDUAL INCOME TAX

=r'

``

Proposed reforms in the individual income tax rang e
from those that concentrate almost exclusively on ta x
; sates 3 to those that emphasize changes other than i n
-rates" Each of the points touched upon above, an d
G ~many others, would receive action under some proposal s
and be ignored by others.
These programs involve, to varying degree, attempt s
to make the tax system more equitable, efforts to shif
t
`- part of the tax burden from some groups to others, attempts to promote economic growth and stability, and
desires to deal with problems of administration and compliance . The proposals offered depend in part on differ ent judgments of equity and of the appropriate mean s
to achieve other objectives .
One approazh would combine "base broadening" an d
rate reduction . However, if base broadening on a substantiai scale is to be combined with a reduction in rate s
having corresponding revenue effects, Caere would be n o
net gain for most taxpayers . The majority of voters
i1 Although other countries vary their approaches to the prob-

lem, the dividend credit--on a much more liberal basis tha n
4%—is customary. Canada grants 20% .
42 Growth awl Taxes: Steps for 1961, A Statement on National
Policy by the Research and Policy Committee of the Committe e
for Economic Development (New York : The Committee
1961), p. 23 .
43 For example, Greater Economic Growth through Tax Rate
Reform, National Association of Manufacturers, New York ,
1961 .
44 For example, Federal Taxes, A Handbook on Problems and
Solutions, American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations, Washington, 1960 .

would have little reason to give enthusiastic support to
such a program. Every element of a program to broade n
the tax base will alinost certainly increase the tax liability
of some group . Specific interest groups will rally 'round
for the defense of particular provisions, while hoping to
share in any general liberalization (rate reduction) .
Some persons from whom support might be expected —
those who would be asked to give up a specific tax ad vantage in exchange for a cut in the highest rates--ma y
have one strong reason for preferring the status quo .
Present rates will hardly go higher . Yet if the tax base
were now broadened and rates cut, a later increase i n
rates is possible. No "deal" can bind future lawmakers.
And public preference may be reflected in the actions o f
1962 ; new deductions were allowed in some cases, larger
ones in others .
An important part of the appeal of a program whic h
will be successful must rest upon well-grounded argumcnt that the economy as a whole will benefit . Healthy
economic growth is so much in the general public interes t
that all -casonablc men should be able to see thc, wort h
of supporting those tax programs which will encourag e
progress without bringing restrictions on freedom o r
other serious disadvantages. In fact, freedom is so important as an end in itself, as well as a means for achiev ing other ends, that policy should constantly seek to re move restrictions on freedom. In taxation the two mos t
important elements of a program for enlarging freedo m
are a reduction in the total tax burden and a cut in t
rates, especially those which are roost extreme .
37 V
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E SUMMARY

"

The tax base is broad, in part because the persona l
Today's rate and bracket structures are largely the
exemption has remained fixed in dollar terms for 1 5
legacies of depression and wartime emergency . They
years. Many observers believe, however, that in some
impose steeply progressive burdens which as a result of
inflation arc often much higher in real 'erms than those
respects the base is too narrow . Various types of receipt s
of the war. Inequities result, though judgments about
are excluded from gross income; payments representing
their severity differ. The heavy burdens hinder capital _ certain uses of income arc deductible . Almost every exelusion and deduction is criticized on one ground o r
accumulation, impair and misdirect incentive, and disanother; and each is defended. Any change should take
tort the decisions of persons subject to the higher rates .
account of the circumstances which Le d to the adoption
Drastic cuts in the most extreme rates would cost little
of the practice and a;. o to the commitments and adjus t
revenue, and substantial moderation throughout the
whole progressive rate structure would involve surprisments which taxpayers have made over the years.
ingly little revenue loss.
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IV . THE CORPORATION INCOME YA X
One of the most important facts about the tax on corporation earnings--the distribution of its burden
—is unknown . There is , uncertainty about the extent to which the tax rests finally on stockholders, or i s
shifted to consumers in the prices of products, or is somehow passed backward to workers or other supplier s
of factors of productioni s This uncertainty seems to add to the tax's political appeal because`ftw,ipeople~ ; :
are aware of what they may be paying.
The economic effects of the tax are also uncertain . Even when the general eha* .:teristics seem
reasonably clear, their quantitative significance cannot be determined with any high degree of confidence.
A. THE STRUCTURE AND LEVEL OF RATES
The corporation tax consists of a normal tax of 30 %
on all net income plus a surtax of 22% on income ove r
$25,000.; `
Chart I shows 50 years of rate changes . The level of
the combined rate is governed largely by revenue considerations — each percentage point change involve s
about S500 milltbn of revenue . The rate has remained
at 52% since 1952 . Althoug;t the normal tax was scheduled to fall to 25% in 1954_ the reduction has been
postponed every year, most recently in 1962 .
The $25,000 surtax exemption exists primarily as a
= device to reduce the burden on small business . It is a
recognition of the fact that owners of unincorporated
business are not subject ,o a 52% rate until income (for
a married man) gets over $36,000 . Enterprises whic h
can be operated as two or more separate corporations
can free some or all income from surtax .
Mo• proposals for revision of the corporate rat e
structure, apart from reduction in the total tax, are de signed to promote small business. It has been suggested,
for example, that the surtax exemption be increased t o
$50,000 or 3100,000 . Such an increase would bring no
_ benefit to the vast majority of small businesses — which
are not incorporated ; moreover, relatively few genuinel y
small corporations earn over $25,000 .
Another possibility is to interchange the rates of the
normal tax and the surtax. The revenue loss, over $40 0
million, would be distributed broadly. Small corporations would benefit relatively the most . The benefit to
companies with large profits would be too small in relation to their activities to provide much relief ; for the m
the marginal tax rate, the one with greatest influenc e
on decisions, would remain at 52% .
The sharing of the burden will be different shortly after a
change in the tax from the sharing after a longer period in wh'-! h
the economy has considerable opportunity to adjust.
v, +'', An enterprise group consisting of more than one corporatio n
can file a single tax return covering all parts, but to do so i t
must pay an extra tax of 250 . Corporations with 10 or fewer
stockholders may t hoose to be taxed as a partnership—and unincorporated firms may ciect to be taxed as if incorporated—i f
they meet certain condmons.

Occasionally there is a suggestion that the corporatio n
tax rates be graduated through several steps . Such proposals reflect a misunderstanding of the relation betwee n
a tax on corporations and progression in the tax on individuals . If one assumes that the corporation income ta x
rests primarily upon stockholders, progression in th e
corporation tax would produce results not likely to see m
defensible . A person with low income owning stock in a
corporation with large income would be taxed at a highe r
rate than the person with high income owning shares i n
a small corporation.
On the other hand, if the corporation tax is assumed
to be shifted to consumers, then a progressive tax woul d
discriminate among consumers on the basis of the source
of the goods they buy (at least until competitive forces
produced some equalizing effect); poor people may buy
from large and highly profitable firms. The total of a
corporation's profits ha-. no necessary relation to th e
-rate of profit on investment or to monopoly power. The
relation of total profit to the size of the company is
crude, if only because some corporations finance mor e
heavily with debt than others. Some big firms earn little
`profit . A progressive rate structure intended to help smal l
business would have the disadvantage of imposing a
penalty on some small corporations with fluctuating in comes. Finally, the tax incentives to dividing a business into several separate corporations would be in creased .
After considering such proposals in 1958, Congres s
chose to give tax aids to small business in forms othe r
than outright rate reduction .4 7
For the companies which produce such a great frac7 The Small Business Tax Revision Act of 1958 provided spe cial treatment for gains on disposition of a small business, incrcased to three years the period for loss carry-backs, provided
additional depreciation allowances, allowed ordinary loss deduction for original investors in small business, liberalized th e
provisions for 10-year spread of estate tax, and increased th e
accumulated earnings credit used in determining the penalty ta x
on corporations improperly accumulating surplus . The Smal l
-Business Investment Company Act of 1958 also :,ought to meet
needs and difficulties of small business by providing new source s
of capital funds .
+
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Chart 1
FEDERAL CORPORATION INCOME TAX RATES"
Calendar Years 3915 .1962
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tion of the national income, one tax problem is overwhelmingly important — the level of the rate The 52 %
is four times as high as in the 19201s, three times as hig h
as in the I93Ws, and significantly above the World Wa r
11 rate. This high rate discourages business investment
in new facilities . The before4ax estimated yield must
be high enough to leave a satisfactory return after tax.
The rigger the rate of tax, the fewer the projects which
seem likely to meet the company's profitability boat . The
"art-ofr point for new itir-stmea is reached sooner
B.

THE TAX BAS E

The tax base is derived in general by dec ictitg ordi -nary and necessary expenses from the gross income o r
receipts of the corporation. (Most of the same rules appl y
to nainoorpocated firms .) Dozens of problems will arise
when tax revision is being considered Most are complex. Many are significant to only a fraction of the business world but very important to some companies. Only
a few can be touched upon here.
1 . LOSM

Losses of one year may be carried back and offse t
against profits of three preeodine years ; any recmaina~[
loss may be carried forward for five years!' These loss
carryovers—and similar ones are accorded to unincorporated businesses—help greeady in reducing the taxaeated risks of business. A company which suffers loss
after having paid tax in prior years can get a refund o f
taxes soon after losses appear, cash which can be exceptionally welcome under just such conditions. A company which begins to earn profit after a period of los s
need not pay tax as its business improves until prig
losses (of five years) have been offset . Consequently, as
business improves--perhaps in a normal cyclical upswing-high tax rates act as less of a drag than if tax _
had to be paid on the intone being earned currently . Th e
existenr of carryovers reflects the efforts of men withi n
and outside Congress who have worked to reduce the
adverse effects of high taxes oa an enterprise economy.
Occasionally, however, criticism appears . When two
or more companies join, as by merger, the past Wr ses o f
one or more can be offset against future profits of th e
combination only within limits . Some people believe that
the restrictions in such cases arc unduly narrow ; others,
in contrast, believe that. despite tightening, the tax bene fits of the losses can go to owners of the profitable enterprise to an extent which is greater than is fair .
in 1%2 Congress extended the I<xs carry-forward for rail roads and certain local transit companies.
{ a As a step to aid small business, Congress in 1959 voted t o
allow deduction in the year of purchase of 20% of the cost o f
tanpble personal property having a life of at least 6 years ; the
maximum deduction is 52,000 except that a married couple may
deduct as much as $4,000 .
of

than if the tax rate were not so high- The seriousness of
the need for rate reduction depends partly upon what
is done with the tax cmM at the stockholder level . Some
general rate reduction will have high priority among
measures for tax revision . A reduction in the normal ta x
is one log" step. Such a art, unlike a reduction in surtax, would aid all profitable corporations, but it woul d
be relatively favorable to small corporations . 1t would
rednoe the marginal tax rate that burs upon the decision makiing of most corporations.

Z

Demon

Tax depreciation policy has been much in the news .
Fortunately, great progress has been made Fou r
of difficulty appeared serious after the War . (a) The use
of histaial cost in a period of inflation deprived business of deductions which would be large enough to finance the replacement of the productive apacky bein g
used up- (b) Straight-Who methods unduly restricted do
ductions in early years . (c) The estimated lengths o f
useful life were unrealistically Ion& with sadly inadequate recognition of obsoleeence in an era of increasingly rapid change- (d) The compliance requizemat s
were excessively complicate d
Inadequate depreciation allowances resulted in understatement of costs . Net income was overstated So
were tax liabilities . Tax rates soared, and the price leve l
did not go down ; moreover, the rate of technologica l
change seemed to rise, thus shewtc aing the economic useful life of much productive capacity. one major step was taken in 1954- Businesses —'. ;—
then have been permitted to compute depredation o n
newly acquired property on either of two methods no t
authorized before . One allows deduction of approxtmatcly two-thirds of the total in the first half of the life The other provides about three-fourths in the first :half
of the life. These larger ailow-anees in the early years
serve to offset some of the effects of both inflation and
obsolescence ; the prompter recovery of dollars (some times called—or miscalled—"tax postponement" ) der
wits earlier purchase of new equipment.
A second major reform was made by Treasury administrathc action in 1962 .11 This corrected, or at least did
much to correct :what is now seen as mistaken polic y
begun in the mid- 193Ws--a policy to get more revenue
by reducing the amounts business could deduct as depreciation expense. Bulletin F, published in 1942, indicated useful lives which, as the years passed, arouse d
increasing complaint from business as being too long .
Reform was clearly needed .
After years of study the Treasury established a ne w
41

ratios--between the amounts which have been de ducted (the resme) for depreciation and the amount s
invested in depreciable assets . A companlrs own reserve must be compared with a range set by the Treasury. If the firm's ratio is within the range, the company
has actually been replacing old with new plant an d
equipment on a basis consistent with the new depreciation rates. If so, or if the company shows that it i s
speeding up its rate of replacement, it an generally
continue to use the more liberal lines -~* After the three- year grace period, the reserve ratio test may tend t o
limit depreciation allowances more stngentlly than- eiid
the earlier practices_

Table 1 2

Comparison of Guidelines for Depreciabl e
Assets under Bulletin "F lt and New
1962 Treasury Rules

['tiuttae Ems tr,,gees
tla
n.wtt.-f-pt
Buitditt~sa :

-

Dwellings
Factories . _
Farm
Motets
=
Office buildings
Hotel
Stores
Manufacturing production
machinery and equipment:
Chemicals and allied products
=
Fabric te r ,sip l r o
Fabricated metal products _
Grain and mill products
Lumber. wood products. and ,!
furniture
Motor vehicles and parts z _
Primary metals: ferrous
ttaitroad equipment
_
Ship and boat-building
Textile milt products
knitwear

v

=

- 3. Depletion
Aft

An

40
4C

45
45
25
40
45 50

50

40
40
50

15.22
17-20
14-28
18-25
IO 25
15-20
25
2 ;2025

-

`11
12
i2
17
_ IO
12
-18
I2
=I2 =
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A business which withdraws, exhausts, or cues up
natural resources is incturdng coats which are exception ~ dtllicult to measure . Mineral income is often thoutgh t
Of as largely the realization of profit by the coinvasiaa
Of capital. The exestenoc of the capital is estabirsbo d
when the mineral deposit is d"eseove e+d, butt the capital
is realized gradually as the mineral is sold. Different
methods of allowing for the value of resources being
=
exhausted have been suggested and raised One of these
=
methods, whose use Contress has authonzw for over a
~ is -percentage depletion_- It permits a n
owner of nau ral resources to deduct fmm each bars
_
taxable income: an amount equal to a percentage of the
= proceeds of sales in-order to allow for the &Tktion_of
= _`-

-

-

With orl~ a f
exceptions, all minerals gttalift ,
w-h.-ther
extracted
in
this
country or abroad_ The per=t_
--= 3--es; which may be deducted iwh Ym vary from 5 t o
2'?U
25
9
- rC of gross income but may riot exceed 50% of _
_ ` taxabic income- The higlrat rtes app!; to oil and natural
_-_
(a) Areq/e qu~871 eonsuucwL Bulletin -F" rates
ese ude, sdw~e - _ 'uthe 1962 ruses indude, boudieg epuipa nt ite:nt such as Matins., air cone :noning, plumlir:g, esec'.ricat wiring ono fadure%,
elevators, escalators, fire prevention !aerim etc .
- The amount which mat be dexduetcd is not limited to
the total which the owner bas invested in the property: !
s«ne
ta~arees
ss+creeeea
tsetore
x962
ins
coeri=w
tee
rressurir
tb)
that 8uliet:n `F" stn ~ecru inaccurate
to such cases tee (ieConsjquenth-, by virtue of depletion, owners — indi duct;ora aclualy a:sowce were treater than #w8cated by - tee t>~ ~ tew- re, erar :ntiwr or 1962 me rat setts viduals and corporations — can treat as deductions
or nothing to
amounts which are greater than *_hey have put int o
Source Treassar newtn+ent
obtaining the resources extracted . However, in relation
to the current worth of the property represented by the
=system to 1952 . This permits business to deduct totan
resources, the deduction reflected in depletion will not
depreciation in fewer years—sets up shorter useful live s
in man} cases (Table 12)—simplifies compliance, an d
L,r h it too early to judge, hour adequately the 1962 chantes meet
the realistic nerds of various industries . The initial response of
should at the outset eliminate much of what had been a
businessmen, however, indicates that the worst weaknesses of
source of friction between businesses and revenu e
the old system have been largely correctc%l—with one exception .
agents . Instead of some 5,000 separate figures of usefu l
There is no allowancc for past inflation. The 1%2 liberalization
by Treasury administrative decision was supplemented by Canlife, everything is now included in about 75 categorie s
gressional action to prevent tax avoidance by over-depreciation
in 4 major groups . For three ?ears a business may take
of machinery and equipment which could be sold to yield capi tal gain, not ordinary income.
the larger deductions without question . Thereafter, its
at Some of the costs of exploration, ctc., are deductible when
right to use the guideline rates will depend upon its ove n
made. For purposes of the present discussion any such cost which
.
The
actions in replacing old with new equipment
has once been deducted would not be considered as part of the
investment for which later deduction would seem appropiate.
Treasury has published tables of rclationships—reserve

=

{

-

- -

=
_-

_

--

ordinarily exceed the "in-ground" value determined i n
the free market.
No comprehensive data are available to show th e
amount of depletion in excess of the owners' costs wind
have not already been deducted for tax purposes_ Tk e
amounts are large enough to have significant revenu e
effect_ For a relatively small number of individuals w e
personal income tax saving are large .
One reason cited for the present treatment is that it
provides an incentive for a hype of activity which is in
the public interest. Individuals and businesses, it i s
argued will not undertake, to an adequate extent, to ti e
up large quantities of capital for highly risky exploratiom
-and development for rates of after-ta_x . nofit which would
result if regular tax rates were to apply The tax system,
however, an ptmude special incentives to those wh o
engage in such activities. Another argument for distmctive treatment of wasting assets is that an dement mud s
lice capital gain is often realized. Should not the tax
bnrdea be essentially equal to that on capital gain s
rather than the presently much higher rates on ordinar y
business income? Full capital recovery, it is argued, i s
necessary if the producer is not to be forced to curtail his
operations.

Proponents of the present system point out that extractive industries have provided ample supplies of min erah. Shortages long and often predicted have not appeared. Defense deeds may require large revenes- In th e
case of petroleum, which is the chief target of cities,
_.:after-tax profs of the major companies appear to b e
;about the same as in manufacturing. Therefore, any tax
= 6tnefit must have been either largely passed on to the
.per in the form of lower prices or plowed back into
exploration and development.
Critics argue that relatively too much capital has bee n
attracted to extractive industries, but attempts to prov e
or disprove this - point statistically have been inconclusive. The benefits of percentage depletion come only to
the successful, not to those with losses nor to the prospector Aim fails. Percentage depletion by stimulating
output leads to downward pressure on price . Marginal
producers may suffer to some extent. In the case of oil ,
it is necessary for govemments, as a conservation measure. to restrict the current production of some of th e
reserves whose discovery can be attributed'in part to th e
tax inducements .
The whole range of results contains so many complexities and varied features that conclusions whic h
apply, for example, to the local sand and gravel firm o r
to the marginal coal mine may have little relevance t o
; those of the copper, iron, or oil companies operating in competitive world markets .
None of the numerous proposals for change has the
=clear predominance of support or logic. Owners of nay;,
-

=rai resources may urge the lifting of some present limitations, such as the ceiling of 50% of net income. On e
suggestion of critics would restrict the total allowabl e
depletion deduction to the investment of the owner, o r
perhaps to that plus something more . "Extra" allowances
might be granted to existing properties on the grounds
that Congess has implicitly agreed to continue presen t
treatment- Another suggestion would restrict deduction s
in excess of owner s investment to future discoveries a s
an incentive to exploration_ Another proposal would
continue the present system but reduce the percentage s
allowed or art the 50°a net income limit.
_
Although the issues are axitrovwsial, there is no controversy about one conclusion : No major change can be
made to restrict percentage depletion without causing ex tensive alteration in the Wdt-being of important uudustries. The effects in the short run and over a longer perio d
on exploration and development, prices to eo xmers,
and revenues to government are by no mans so dear
as can be deduced from available evidence_
_-

4. Travel, Entertainment, and Related Expeu m
No sensible business manatrment will incur expense s
just to reduce taxis. After all, tax rates are not 100% ;
_any expense, even though fully deductible, laves th e
company with fewer dollars than if the cost had no t
been incurred. Businessmen may, however, try to
charge as operating expenses outlays which benefit th e
rec-_pients without being treated as either taxable com pensation or as a distribution of profit- The temptation s
are likely to be most serious in the relatively small,
closely owned company .
Specific examples cited by the Treasury lave n o
room for doubt that some officers and employees c--on
receive attractive benefits which are tax free but whose
cost was a deductible expense. The Treasury eor-Jaded
that some cases which involved unreasonable expenditures, as for entertainment, cot, 3 not be dolt with unde r
the law as it stood before 1962The new law tightens some provisions and gives th e
Intemal Revenue Service more authority to deal wit h
others_ The taxpayer must provide clearer proof of the
amount and business purpose of expenses . Entertainment cost must be directly associated with the conduct
of the business. The deductibility of travel expenses
which are extravagant ~rill be limited, as will be the
"pleasure" portion of travel on mixed business-pleasur e
trips. Non-charitable business gifts are limited to $25
per donee .
The recent changes probably satisfy no one complctcly. Many annoying, even some ridiculous, result s
are to be expected . Most of the problems which remai n
will be unimportant in the total picture of Federal taxation . Only experience can reveal those_ which warrant
future consideration .
43

C. THE INVESTMENT CREDIT
The Revenue Act of 1962 contains a modified version of a 1961 Administration proposal for a tax credit
for new investment . The business can deduct from its
tax 71c of its expenditures on qualified investmen t
depre iabk property, other than buildings, within th e
United States. Not over $50,000 of used property purchased in one year may qualify. The offset to tax liability is dollar f-.r dollar up to $25.000 ; above this
figum the credit is limited to 25 cents per dollar of tax
otherwise payable. Tice atedit is less than 7%, however,
if the useful life of the property is under eight years.
Moreover, the credit reduces the basis on which depreciation may be computed . Any credit not used one
year may be carried backward three }ears (but not
before 1%2) and forward five years . Numerous detailed
provisions are contained in the law, and morn v►ill appea r
in the regulations_
The purpose of the credit is to stimulate investment
in machinery and equipment_ Chart 11 shows that net
" investn6t in manufacturin g has been amazingly
small in recent years.- . The credit is intended to en-

With the new depreciation guidelines, the Treasur y
believes that the tax credit will give to American business tax write-offs aiuc t are generally comparable wit h
-those in other countries. ([ .'.S- tax rates remain higher. )
Some time will be required to appraise the workings o f
the tax credit and to compare it with other alternatives.
It adds more complexities_ It affects some companies
and some types of investment more than others. Firms
-earning no profit and thus owing no tax will get nb
benefit. The credit is one more addition to the unwelcome combination which makes tax, rather than mor e
basic productivity, considerations influential in invest
went decisions_

D. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN CORPORATE TAXATION

Many more problems involving the corporation income tax warrant Congressional attention. Most are
technical. Most are of sienificant importance to only a
relatively small peraectage of businesses in any on e
year. Two on which Congress took some action in 196 2
arc the taxation of foreign income and the treatment of
cooperatives and mutual institutions1 . Foreign Income
High tax rates in the tinted States have made th e
taxes of many foreign lands inviting by comparison .
Moreover, some countries have tried deliberately to
attract capital from !his and other economies by offering lower tax rates and even outright exemptions for a
period of ve3rs. Although foreign tax advantages wil l
ordinarily be only one among several factors influencing
a major business decision, not a few American coin panics and individuals have taken advantage-of favor` able tax opportunities abroad .
Some of these situations justifiably—but others wit h
less reason—are called -tax havens :. U. S . companies
point out that if they are <o compete effectively wit h
foreign business they must not be burdened by taxes
_higher than those on their competitors . Foreign operations often involve additional risks which tax differ -entials help offset .
American corporations operating abroad have
brought increasing amounts back to this country. Yet
many firms are leaving some of their profits abroad
where U . S. tax does not apply. In most cases, in al l
probability, such actions rest on judgment of busines s
44 ,

courage investment in two ways, even though the benfit will be granted to investment which would have bee n
made in any case . (I) The credit itself leaves the company with more cash to finance new purchases- (2 )
The credit, by cutting the net coat of an asset, increase s
its expected profitability--especially an asset with a
relatively short—8 to 10-year—life.

-

needs and opportunities_ The earnings are used to firance expansion in growing economies abroad . In som e
instances, however. the desire to postpone U . S_ tax
more or less indefiniteiy has 'vtcn of predominant importanceBalance-of-payments considerations appeared by th e
early 196Ws to reinforce argurnews for trying to rr- duce avoidance of U . S_ tax_ Among other things, th e
Treasury argued that the tax law ought rather to en courage than to discmirage the remittance of foreig n
earnines to this country . Business spokesmen, however ,
claimed that in the longer run foreign investment of such earnings would build markets for U_ S. export,
and earn profit to be returned to this country.
Because dive whole problem of the taxation of foreig n
income has so many facets and involves such a multi tulle of situations—all types of countries, businesses ,
investments, and individuals—no clear and simpl e
answer- are to be expected . The actions Congress took
in 1962 were directed toward meeth g some of th e
problem_ '.Nany is the business community, however ,
are convinced that the charges add complicated provisions which will not only increase the burden of record keeping and reporting of information but will also re quire artificial and expensive methods of operatin g
overseas 2. Inequalities in the Tax Treatment of Business
Cooperatives, mutual insurance and financial institutions. chiefly savings and loan associations and saving s
banks, and -some other types of businesses present
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special tax problems. Some issues arise because the
company? Many years were required to work out a
-form of legal organization differs from that of th e
-system for life insurance companies. In the meantime,
typical profit-seeking business. Other problems arise however, a 1950 revision of the taxation of cooper&because of one or another aspect of operations whic h
tines failed because of the way the courts interpreted a
distinguish the company from the vast majority. The _key provision. And mutual thrift institutions showe d
owners have a relationship to the business which i s
excellent financial results and grew :rapidly while paying
differctt from that of the stockholder or proprietor. Th e
little or no income tax.
roles of profit, or its economic equivalent, differ. Th e
The ?revenue Act of 1962 modified the taxation of
application of general corporation income tax concepts
the
three biggest groups. (a) Mutual sating banks an d
is often difficult and sometimes impossible. Moreover,
mutual
savings and loan associations will now pa y
for reasons of policy Congress at one time or another
much
more
tax because the law reduces the amoun t
= has given some of these businesses, such as farm eowhich
may
be
deducted as reserves for bad debts . (b)
operativm favo• .d tax treatment ; in other eases the
In
effect
the
profits
of cooperatives will generally b e
statutory ptovisiom for computing income and expens e
-taxed--either
to
the
co-op
or the patron . (c) Mutual
brought important but perhaps unintended tax savings .
fire and casualty insurance companies must in the
As tax rates on corporations mac from around 15 %
future pay tax on essentially_ the same basis as stock
in the 1930's to 52% in the 19506, the value of partia l
companies.
or virtually complete tax exemption multiplied . Many
It is too early to say low fully these changes wM
- of the favored businesses grew rapidly afar World War
-`-eliminate
the - inequaiides against which they are di - U. They became majar competitors of corporation s
recce&
The
remaining problems are materially smalle r
and unincorporated businesses, which paid-heavy taxes .
=
than
those
which
gave rise to the justified criticisms o f
The inequality of !ax treatment aroused more and mor e
recent
years
.
Governmentally
owned °business-type"
criticism .
-activities, such xs municipal electric systems, are subAlthough there was evidence of Congressional willstantiAy free from Feder..! taxation ; their customers
ingeeess to reduce the inequalities, the problems prove d
pay less toward the doe's of the national government
anything but simple. For a mutual or ton-profit organthan if the services were provided by privately ownded
ization what .ccrresponds to the net =profit of a typical suppl tiers.
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E. -THE BASIC ISSUE O F TAXING = BUSINESS,-FIRM S
This country has the heaviest, or almost the heaviest,
of the worlds taxes on corporation profits (Table 13) .
While comparison is not fuller satisfactory, U .S . taxes,
especially on profits distributed to stockholders, are i n
- general substantially higher than those of Europe and
most of the industrialized world. The United States got
into this position largely by a series of accidents .
Motes, presumably "temporary," were made unde r
emergency conditions ; action was taken without any
clear and deliberate analysis of alternatives, followed by
-a judgment that the decisions made were the best .
"Business" is society's chief age. for organizing
capital and labor to produce, and to produce more,
rather than icss, efficiently . As pointed out in Section
=11, businesses are groups of people seeking to benefi t
themselves by serving others . Businesses do so by proclueing goods and services which the public tyrants, and
producing with the minimum of inputs per unit o f
'output. Evreryonc s economic interest is served by con ditions which a-iablc businesses to operate efficiently
and which require them to compete vigorousl y
Does taxation of the, producing organization help
-constructively to induce, or to enable, businesses to
"produce more efficiently? Does taxation of the business
46

organization ease the probLeem of getting productive
resources to serve the public more fully? The answer t o
each of these questions, and others along the same line ,
is, "No." On the contrary, the interjection of tax con-,siderations into business decision-making will to some
extent distort decisions. The results will include actions
which on fundamental economic grounds are not best
but which become best for the company when the tax
effects are *_&ken into cocount. Taxes on business as
such have another effect . They make more difficult th e
acquisition of capital to use in producing larger output ,
and producing with greater efficiency.
The economic well-being of the public as a whole
would be advanced by freeing business decisions from
most tax considerations and then getting the money t o
--finance government by drawing (with personal income
and consumption taxes) on the stream of what ha s
been produced. That income stream would be larger
than one produced by a business system in which taxes
have more than a minor
influence on business operating
e
practices .
Why has this country departed markedly from wha t
seems economically sensible? There is no single answer. .(I) -For one thing, Lowever, there has grown up
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Table 13

Taxation by Central Governments of
_
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dcnds, and those that are kept in the corporation a m
_
not subject to personal income tax. If they appear as
_
capital gains, they are not taxed until the stockholder - =
ealims them and then at rates below those on divi_
-lends . (4) The high rates went into effect during time _
= of war and postwar boom, during inflation ; temporary :t
`' economic forces were operating to offset, or appear t o
,offset, the adverse effects of the very extreme - rates . The- continuing deficit in the balance of payment s

' creates another reason for re-examinine business taxa-

_
-lion. This country's ability to solve its balance-cf-pay- =menu problem depends In '.arZC p wt upon the coon;petitivr position, at home and abroad, of goods an d
- =
services produced by business in this country. The
bigger
the
tax
element
in
the
prices
of
those
goods
and
-- services, the weaker their competitive position . Excise
and sales taxes on tlr commodities themselves ire not _
_the chief problem ; exports can (under the Constitutio n
they must) be exempted from the tax, and imports can
J
be subject to corresponding taxes . The big proble m
arises in the taxes which fall on the business itself and _
-= which add t o its costs and the prices it charges. Them
-_is no practical way to eliminate this ,element of cos t
from the prices of exports .
-

-_ _ It follows, therefore_ that one way to help reduce th e
.deficit in the balance of payments is to reduce the taxe s
_ on business which enter into the prices of goods an d
services . One reason for not trxing business, or for taxing less heavily, is to elimin :ie or reducr one cost which
- ,-weakens the competitive position of_ American output.
The Federal taxes which must be considered in this
connection are the taxes on income and payrolls and
th excise taxes which enter bus'in'ess costs, such as
those on telephone service and business machines .-

a public attitude that "business" somehow has taxpaying capacity—"bus :rtcss" or "corporations° as duti-.guishable from people as stockholders, consumers, L _
As choices about tax change are made, they shoul d
employees . (2) This naive, crude notion has been used
take account of the fact that taxes which add to busi to "justify" decisions taken on the grounds of political
ness costs will stake the balance-of-payments problem
expediency. (3) Moreover, it is argued that corporations are entities which to some extent are separat e _ :more difficult while tax changes which cut business
costs-will-aid in competing abrozd.
from their-owners. ;Not all profits are paid out is divi- =
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TAXES- , ON -CONSU,

ON -

The share of Federal taxes based on consumption fell from 32% of the total in 1939 to 13% in 1963 .
-- U.S. practice contrasts with tha,of o er- countries. Table 14-shows the relative importance of-,consumption- ,based taxes in i5 countries.

:

2

In 1958 eleven major countries of Western Europe obtained on the average 47% of their revenues
-(at all levels of government) from indirect taxation as compared with 35% for the United States $~ . Ihe:- ,
usage Qr the U.S. FederJ- government i4-markedly smaller than that of most national gommitments . -

W: - Commodity and other taxes on consumption are oased upon what a person "takes out" of the
economy ; income taxes, in contrast, are based stport what one receives for "putting into" the economy.
Taxes based on income, in other words, are taxes govenmWed by the value of contributions to society; taxes
based on expenditure are levies governed by what. 1 person withdraws or uses up :f.o.-n the stream of
reduction . There are no clear grounds for saying which basis is to be preferred.
7 -

Aw

Persons who for one reason or another receive income which escapes income tax, and people who
finarre consumption out of capital, must pay taxes which are based on -consumption. And amon g those
who pay consumption, but net income, taxes-are mer-nbcrs of the lowest income groups- Traditional type s
of consumption taxes do not lend thcritscIves -to pmeression. Nevertheiess, exemptions, e.g ., food and
jewelr y thanare
on clothingused to get a distribution
housin g. and rate differentials. e.g., higher rates on jewel
of burden with some rough -adjustment -to popular concepts of -ability to pay." Consumption taxes, by
exempting suving. encoura ge it sorriewhat as compared with--income taxes. Those consump" p- taxes which
'D
o hidden prob4bly-, crea- little tax C191115clousness
CC!

TAXES IMPOSED

-1,

7

'construction no longer arouses much controversy. T lx:1
7.1w present excise tz x "system ;' as shown in Table
15, consists largely of the taxes on -Mcolic-lic beverages
issues of current concern involve the tax rates to be
-, = and tobacco, the highway user taxes (outside the budimposed and the speed at which the highway program
get), a group of selective excise taxes - on sate by the
As to be carried out- Actual costs of, land acquisition and
;manufacturer, excises on retail purchases of diesel and
construction are proving higher than _ the origina l
estimates- Completion of the program near the
•spccial motor fuels, furs, luggage; - toilet preparations,
and jewelry--and a group of miscellaneous excises - '- goal cannot be financed with present taxes . It has - been :j n ~ o
,:jroposcd That higher taxes be put on the liiggcst icuck s
largely on selected servicos. Some, notably the tax on
and or, diesel fuel ; more of the total cost would then
business machines, are largely costs to business. Thcs-be paid by the users of big trucks which make heavy i Q
on motor fuel, trucks, and tires have a benefit basisdemands on the highways and -which benefit-more,
Some consumption taxes are sumptuary, some regularelatively, than -their presen tpres nt contribution. toward-the
-lot:;. Some MH on necessities. Some are easy to admintotal cost:53
ister, some difficult . Some fall on goods and services taxed
tax
by the states, other do not . Some are hidden, others made
The remainder of the sciectirc excise
system
early evident to the buycx. Exports arc cxcmp!.
needs to be re-examined in any program of tax revision .
The alcoholic beverage a and Tobacco taxes, despite
The system discriminates a gainst some types of con sumption. What log ic is there in taxing mechonical
the weight of the burdens they impose, arouse little
pencils but not lead pencils, handbags but not belts ?
controvsrsy. Although persuasive arguments can be
Although Congress made many technical changes i n
found for criticizing, these taxes, nearly everyone seems
1958, much "obsolescence" which creeps in over the
to agree that they will remain as staples of the Federal
tax system and probably at about the present rates . The
years undoubtedly remains . A striking example was th e
84 rate on cigarettes is less in purchasing power than
tax on transportation, enacted in part to discourag e
the 6~ of the 1930'% ; but moderation by Cong ress in
An increase in the tax on aircaaft fuel would require users of
raising this tax has helped make possible wide increases
airports and related facilities to pay somewhat more of the costs.
in slate tobac-co, !axes . -The taxation of fuels u%rd by barges and beats, and the imposition of other charges on users of boats, has been proposed, the
jimilication advanced is that the direct beneficiaries of Federa l
outlays on inland waterways should pay _a part of expense ac
112 Needleman, loc. cit .
do users, of highways.
48 -
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wartime travel but retained long after excess capacity
became a serious probiun for common-carrier transportation companies.at The selectic-a of communica- tions for special taxation sr.-ems incensutrnt with,wise
public policy.
The present systcn_ has-a built-in bias ._Neww=products .

which do not fall within the specified categories are no t
taxed even though whatever reasons support existing
taxes would apply equally well to the new. Finally,
excise taxes which become btlsin ss costs have etfect s
which direr froth those of excises which fall more
diree y on the consumer.

B. PROPOSALS FOR-CHANGE

-

Occasionally it is argued that the selective excise tax
system should be seta pped, except for the liquor,
tobacco, highway user, and miscellaneous regulatory
taxes. Yet the parts of the - system which would be
eliminated under3uch a proposal now produce $4 billion . To obtain that sum from the indb idual income
tax would require an S r"o or 9% increase in the aver-=
age tax.
,

,

`

-

Another possibiliit) would be to include -.note prod-uets, sdch as furniture and clothing. Such a move, however, would be very like another major proposal, which
would s:r3p the present excise tax system, with the
same exceptions as above, a :d replace it with a gen` :_eral manufacturers' excise tax applied at a uniform
rate. It would cover all goods except possibly food,
- 5 1 The twx on freight -A-as kept until 1955.-The tax on passen ger

travel, except
_

--

by air, erde3 in

tr62.

Table 14
Consumption Taxes as Percentage of
Government Tax Levies
Selected Countries, Fiscal Year 1960

' .

-

_

Consumption bass (a) as txruat of torsi tares

medicine, items to be used in further production, an d
exports. Such a tax could reduce the discriminatio n
=resulting from the present system which taxes some
things and completely exempts others. A broad tax of
this-type, levied on approximately two-fifths of nationa l
consumption, would provide a valuable potential sourc e
of additional revenue in case of a further increase i n
defense needs or national emergency. For every per
centage point of its rate, such a tax would provide
about S1 .3 billion . Canada imposes a tax of this gcncral nature at a rate of 11 S ' _
Such a manusacturers excise tax would not result in
taxing all forms of consumption equally . To do so, a
wide ranee of services would also need to be tared.
This could be done. In view of the growing importance
of services in personal expenditure, many belong i n
any broad-base consumption tax—to increase the revenuc potential, to reduce the number of inequities whic h
result from different patterns of consumption, and t o
minimize distortions in the allocation of resources .
Practical problems would arise in taxing service . Fo r
example, the tax on services would necessarily be colv lected at the retail level ; if all consumption purchases
were ca be taxed at approximately the same effective
.ate, the tax rate would need to be different ,from that
on manufacturers .
-

-

_

-

ofdmat

taurbtr

-United States
New Zealand =
- Netltertaads
' - Canada
- _
'cosh
`Gem3ny
-' Australia
` United Kingdom
France
Belgium
Sweden
Italy
SwitzerlandDenmark_
a\orvay

_
-

--

=_
_-

_

- 22.3
27.5b
33.3
34.1
-- _ . 33.0
34 8
41 .5
_
35.7b
49.7
"45.7
35 .6 b
47.7
33.9
41.1 b
43.5b
.

=

l

rnm
met nt

293b
-32. 1
-,_33.4
:
34.5
.38.2
40.6
41.0
46.4
47.1
47.8 b
411 6
50.2
54.3b
60.3b

-

(<a)
ludesf al l
eportt
Financial rand Fiscal Committee of p the eur peao
economicthe
Community shows substantially higher figures for set glum, France, Germany, Italy, and the Netherlands. The undern data have not yet become available . Consequently, recon.1 lian of the two sets of estimates has not been possible.
(b) Fiscal year ending 1959 .
Source : Monthly
central Business Condltions, First
City 8is Letter,
New York, October.
"!'I

A Federal retail sales tae alone tie lines of th e
familiar state sales taxes is still another possibility . It
_would have a large base so that moderate rates coul d
bring substantially more revenue than the selected
excises now yield. The ;ax at the retail level minimizes
the danger of pyramiding which is present to som e
extent in a tax imposed earlier in the process of produclion and distribution . Services could be taxed on th e
same basis as commodities . The exemption of export s
-would be easy, and there would be minimum danger o f
adding 'o production costs and thereby raising th e
prices of exports . By integration of a Federal retai l
sales tax with those of the states, the costs of administration and compliance could be kept relatively low .
One objection, however, will probably carry great
weight : States can be expected to argue that retail sale s
taxation should be left to them .
Discussions of making heavier use of taxes based on
expenditure should include a possibility which has bee n
49
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TABLE 1 5

Federal Excise Tax Rates on Selected Item s
As of September 1, 1962
Items taxed

Raf
t

7 Liquor taxes
Distilled spirits (per proof or wine gallon)
Fermented malt liquors (per barrel)

$10.50
$9
.00

Tobacco tam
Cigarettes (per thousand weighing not more than 3 pounds)
Manufacturers! excise taxes
Gasoline Ow gallon)
Tires used on highways and other tires (per pound . respectively)
Musical instruments, phonographs, and records (sale price) Electric, gas, and oil appliances (sale price)
Business and store machines, ex .;ept cash registers (sale price) .,,
Cameras (weighing 4 pounds or less) and lenses (sale price)
Photographic film in rails (sale price)
Electric light bulbs and tubes (sale- price)
Tricks and buses (sale price)
Autornobiffes (sale price)
Radios and television (sale price)
Refrigerators (sale price)
Sporting goods (sale price)
Feuntain pens and mechanical pencils (sale price)
Miscellaneous excise taxe s
Telegraph, cable, and radio messages (amount charged)
Toll telphone (amount charged)
Admissions (amount paid)
Cabarets, roof gardens, etc. (total charge)
Club dues and initiation feesi(anmrit paid) (d)
Wagers (amount: walwat
Retailers' excise taxes
Jewelry, furs, toilet articles, and luggage (sale price)
Diesel and special motor fuels (per gallon)

$ 4.00
40
10t, 5~ (a)
10%
5%
10%
10%
10%
101%
10% (b)
10%
10%
5%
10%
- 10 %

7

10%
10%
10% W
- 10%
20 %
10%
10%
40

00 10 PM

round on laminated tires (off-highway type) ; bkyclo tires and inner tubes for now bicycles tax exempt .
is a use tax of s3.o0 per 1G00 pounds on vehicles and maximum load where -total weight is over 26,000 pounds.
W The first $1.00 is exempt. Am is 2016 on admissions to borne or dog race tracks.
(d) Dues and few of $10 are exempt.
Source. Treasury Department.
(b) in addition there

considered in connection with state retail sales taxation .
Can some way be devised to lice the very poor from
the tax? Welfare expenditures meet part of :he prob-

lcm . Nevertheless, the desirability, and the feasibility,
- of freeing some mini-mum of consumption- : bo!h need
careful study.

C . A POSSIBLE EXPENDITURE TAX
A comprehensive expenditure tax could bring substantial revenue. The burden could be related in a
rational way to differences in the total of an individual's
or a family's consumption .
in 1942, Secretary of the Treasury Morgcnthau proposed an expenditure tax as a means of controlling
44
unnecessary spending (which) has reached a point of
national danger and will threaten the success of the

50

war."55 During Korean hostilities a progressive expenditure tax was discussed but not officially proposed.
Peacetime proposals for an expenditure tax levied on,
and collected from, the individual have received littl e
serious consideration . Among other things, administrative and compliance complexities seem formidable .
Nicholas Kaldor, An Expenditure Tax (London: George
Allen & Unwin, Ltd ., 1955), V. 16.
55

What would such a tax look like? How would it re-semble, and differ from, the income tax?

_ =

An expenditure tax would be designed to fall on all
forms of consumption whether financed out of current
income, sale of capital assets, borrowing, gifts, or bequests . It would not burden income saved or other additions to capital assets . Without examining the details
of the arguments, it can be noted that such a tax can be
'supported on equity grounds ; consumption, by whatever source financed, may be a better index of taxpaying capacity than income as currently defined for tax
purposes or at least as acceptable an index . The tax
may also find support on grounds that by stimulating
"=saving it would aid long-run economic growth .
'
An individual's tax return would have to show at

-

least cash on hand at the beginning of the year, receipt s
from trade or business and sale of personal serves ,
interest and dividends, proceeds from sale of invest
ments, receipts from gifts, bequests, loans, etc ., as wel l
as corresponding outlays for assets and cash on hand
at the end of the year. ;.ccounting for changes in financial assets would be a simpler way of arriving at total
consumption expenditures than a direct accounting ofv
such expenditures .

C4

5.

s

As under the present income tax, given amounts pe r-.
capita would be allowed as exemptions . Charitable gifts,
state and local taxes, and other selected outlays coul d
be allowed as deductions. The rates then applied coul d
be proportional; the tax on most families would be
moderately progressive, the degree of progression depending-largely upon the size of the exemption .

--

,:~ :

_UL
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VI . OTHER TAXES: ESTATE, GIFT, AND PAYROLL
A. ESTATE AND GIFT TAXE S
r`>
`i; ,

-

C1

5

-

-

In 1932 Congress enacted the gift tax and raised the
estate tax rates ; however, the 1926 rates were retaine d
` for purposes of determining the maximum credit fo r
`estate tax. Rates were increased again in 1934 and 1935,
not only for revenue but also, at least in the view of
1 . Tax Base and Pates :
some lawmakers, to redistribute wealth . The present
~'1CtM base of the . estate tax is the dc-dent's total :
rates date from 1941, but Congress has changed other
wear':It after adjustments are oracle for exemptions, depro isions of the law, generally to lessen the burden .
'dtFt *taus; ..u~_siredtis in fact,'::,osvever, the :provisions
The most significant change was the introduction of th e
'governuz-,.~Oha*4s% t,6 CIS ; taxed we -extrcmely,complex. '`- "marital deduction" in -1948 . This permits tax-free
The rates range 'frani= n eirete, 53at - 55,000 "to 77%
t: transfer to a surviving spouse of up to half the estate .
on amounts over S10 million . The"speeinccxen,j.-lion is
~~Congress later granted more favorable treatment for .
$60,000. Table 16 shows the comparative rates-=and. E , He inso ratto4 ; and male changes to ease the paymen t
exemptions prevailing in 1929, 1934 and 1962 .
p.roblen s'.of a Wi-s Wch consist largely of interests in
a family business: = #, :==' i
The Federal gift tax is imposed on the transfer of
property by gift- The major purpose is to get revenu e
The estate and gift taxes are estimated to yield $2 .3
=
from gifts of property which will then escape tax in the
billion
in 1963, accounting for about 2 ti4% of Federal
_ donor' s estate. The tax falls on the person who makes
tax
revenues
. The total is more than twice that of 1956 .
the gift. The rates are three-fourths of those of the
It
is
approximately
one-third as much as the complete
estate tax. They apply to total gifts, less allowable exyield
from
personal
income tax rates over 20 .0, the
clusions and deductions (such as charitable contribuentire
progressive
portion
of the income tax rate schedtions), made since 1932 ; the tax, in other words, is
ule.
As
an
element
of
the
tax structure, estate and gift
cumulative over the donor's lifetime. A lifetime exemptaxes
have
a
significance
sometimes underestimated.
tion of $30,000 is supplemented by an exclusion each
They
impose
burdens
which
are sharply progressive.
year of $3,000 for each donee, both figures in effect being
True,
avoidance
devices
exist.
Considerable vfealth
doubled for married couples.
passes from generation to generation with the payment
The estate tax became a permanent part of the Fedof much less tax than a glance at the rate schedul e
eral revenue system in 1916 . In 1924, after an attempt
would suggest as being due . Inequities may be subto abolish the tax had failed, Congress provided a credit
stantial .
for state inhe ri tance or estate taxes- in effect then an
Estate and gift taxes apply to transfers of property
estate could pay up to 25% of its Federal tax by handwhich for one reason or another may have yielded taxjng over receipts for the payment of state death tax . In
exempt income or have been acquired without payment
'1926 Congress reduced the tax rates, raised the exempof tax at the rate due on ordinary income . For example,
tion, and increased the state tax credit to 80% of th e
Federal tax . The Federal tax thus became primarily a
the estate tax applies to transfers of state-local bonds,
device for reducing competition . - among states for
unrealized capital gains, and wealth accumulate d
wealthy residents.
through tax-exemp*- depletion .
The Federal estate tax is imposed on the transfer of
property by a decedent. It differs from an inheritance tax,
which is imposed on the privilege of an heir to receive
the property.

, -

Table 1 6
Federal Estate Tax Rates and Exemptions

1929,1934, and 1962

Year

specific
ezempGon

Range of
tax rates (a)
(percent)

1929
1934
1962

$100,000
$ 50,000
$ 60,000

1-20
1-60
3-77

Bracket subject t o
Minimum rate

0450,000
0410,000
04 5,000

Maximum rate

$10,000,000 and ove r
$10,000,000 and ove r
$10,000,000 and over

(a) After specific exemption.
Source: Treasury Department .
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2 . Relations Between Federal and State Taxe s
When the Federal government enacted its estate ta x
in 1916, state death taxation already had a long history .
Criticism of Federal "encroachment" developed . The
Federal credit for state taxes was designed to help meet
the complaints . It provided a lessening of the tota l
Federal-state tax burden . It also fixed a floor under
state death taxes, thus deterring interstate competitio n
for wealthy residents . (Another objective of the credit
was to encourage uniformity among the state death ta x
systems, but for a variety of reasons this goal has no t
yet been achieved.) Altheugh Congress changed th e
rates several times after 1926, the amount of the stat e
tax credit is still the same as provided in 1926 .
Various proposals have been made for improving
Federal-state coordination . They cover the range of
possibilities from the Federal government vacating th e
field for exclusive state use to proposals that the states
give up death taxation entirely, and instead share in th e
Federal collections under some sort of apportionment
formula .
Large intergovernmental diversity in death tax struc _turs which would be expected from removal of th e
Federal credit would tend to distort decisions abou t
where to settle, do business, or establish domicile .
From the point of view of national economic welfare ,
such decisions should rest on rational calculations
based on market considerations, uninfluenced by inter- J
state tax differentials .

could then abolish gift taxes without suffering a revenue
loss. . :

_

3. Revision within the Federal Ta x
Little public or Congressional interest in revising th e
estate and gift taxes is now evident . Proposals which on
their merits may deserve consideration are not likely to
get it . Issues are complex. The possible objectives are
mixed. Only a tiny fraction of the public are affecte d
directly. Yet these taxes impose some extremely heav y
burdens, and they do so with great unevenness . The
effects on the economy are subject to dispute . Unquestionably, however, the investment, management, an d
use of the larger holdings of private property are influenced—"determined" is not too strong a tern fo r
some cases—by death and gift tax considerations .
Complete elimination of Federal death taxes is n o
longer a serious possibility, but a reduction in burden s
and an increase in the portion going to the states ar e
both conceivable. Present rates in upper brackets, it
can be argued, do have adverse effects upon capital accumulation, property management, and investment .

State claims for larger shares of death tax revenue s
have merit. Strong support appears for some new arrangement, one which would grant the states a greate r
share of death tax revenues . Advocates also favor an
integrated system consistent with national policy . The
new system should be understandable, logical, and administratively feasible within a Federal system of government.

Advocates of changes for greater yield emphasize
the possibilities of broadening the base . Present avoidance opportunities are large enough to permit muc h
property to e-scape tax . A considerable fraction of th e
proceeds of life insurance policies is subject to littl e
or no estate or gift tax . Various forms of trust arrangements facilitate :the avoidance of death tax . Deduction
and exemption provisions are generally liberal, especially when the marital deduction is used . This recognizes the contribution of the spouse . Tate marital deduction also respects the view that the intent of th e
estate tax is not to penalize the generation which built up
the estate but rather to impose tax when wealth passes
from one generation to another . The effect of the deduction, however, is to reduce the amount of property subject to the higher rates of tax.

The Advisory Commission on Intergovernmenta l
Relation= has recommended the introduction of a two bracket credit expressed as a percentage of the amoun t
of taxable estate in each bracket, on the pattern of the
present credit arrangement . To induce states to simplif y
their death tax laws, this credit would be made availabl e
only to states with estate-type taxes, as distinguishe d
from inheritance taxes . The Commission does not recommend that the credit be extended to the gift tax. Instead, it proposes that the credit be fixed at a higher rat e
than is needed for death tax purposes alone ; the states

Consideration of both reduction in rates and widening of brackets will belong in a program of broa d
tax revision . The present rates are those enacted durin g
World War II . At the upper levels, they appear excessive. The steepness of the rise—to 30% at $1.00,000 —
see-.ns sharper than is appropriate for a tax on capital .
If rates were cut and brackets widened, reduction o f
the opportunities for avoidance would perhaps have
greater chance of success . The problems are comple x
and the changes which would best serve the public interest can be defined only after extensive study . -

B . PAYROLL TAXES
Taxes on payrolls—sometimes called employment
taxes—have grown rapidly . In fiscal 1947 they equaled
4% of budget receipts. In 1963 they will be about 18%

of a much bigger total of receipts . Table 17 shows
highlights of the history of the rates . The amounts collected appear in Table 18.
-
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